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Minutes from Regular Board of Directors Meeting: May 7th, 2017 
3:00-5:00pm at Elizabeth Klaproth’s (former) Office: 50 S. 16th St. 

 
Present Members: Ken Metzner, Kun-Yang Lin, Janet Stern, Ellen Gayda, Elizabeth Klaproth, and 
Ellen Schwartz 
Members participating by phone: Amanda Lepore, Renee Quarterman 
Absent Members: Shaun Smith, David Harrison, Jessica Lynch 
Others Present: Katie Moore 
 
Proceedings 
Ken called the meeting to order at 3:10pm 
 
MAIN AGENDA: 
 
1. Finances: Report of the Auditors 
2. Approval of March Minutes 
3. Prince Performances Preliminary Report 
4. Upcoming Activities: Inhale/Exhale Performances May 12-13 & Fringe-A-Thon May 20 
5. Update from the Artistic Director 
 
1. Report of the Auditors 

• Ken connects to Melissa Hofmann of Ruotolo, Spewak & Co. via conference call. Melissa 
completed KYL/D’s financial statements. The company has been used by KYL/D for the 
past 5 years. Ken explained that every late spring KYL/D has to file a tax form- form 
990 and prior to preparing, KYL/D goes through an audit with the auditors. 

• Melissa Hofmann begins to walk through audit to review KYL/D’s finances for 2016. She 
explains that the firm completes the audit remotely- receiving board minutes, preliminary 
financials, grant documents, invoices for performances, confirmation letters from funders 
that include fund restriction and timing info, etc. via e-mail. The firm then proposes audit 
adjustments for certain categories such as temporarily restricted funds. 

• Melissa continued to explain that the statements went through a review process in their 
firm as well. Joe Greenfield (another CPA), does a full review of Ruotolo, Spewak’s work 
and then it goes through another review from Dan Ruotolo. There are several people who 
look at the statements to make sure it has gone through many look overs. 

• Melissa reviewed page 1 and 2 of the auditor’s report which states that there are no 
misstatements, all adjustments were made, and there were no problems with internal 
controls. Page 3 is the balance sheet. If you look about halfway down- total assets went 
down about $20,000 from last year. Net assets went down about $15,000. It is important 
to note the company had a little over $230,000 in unrestricted cash.  

• Ken asked if anyone had any questions up to this point. 
• Ellen Gayda responded that she wanted to know what temporarily restricted meant 
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• Melissa responded that most grants the company received are specific to different 
programs of KYL/D such as salaries, performances, etc. The second column on page 4 
shows the total of $42,318 as Temporarily Restricted, but during the year KYL/D spent 
$64,000 of restricted money. KYL/D is unlikely to spend the restricted money in the same 
year.  

• Janet asked Melissa if she could give a clear example of a restricted grant.  
• Melissa gave the example of a PA Council on the Arts grant. The grant was called 

Strategies for Success which was restricted to funding salaries. For the total salaries of 
KYL/D in 2016, $20,000 had to be used from the PA Council on the Arts grant and some 
had to be spent from grant funds restricted by William Penn. Therefore, KYL/D had to 
make sure that the company’s total salary expense was higher than the amount that was 
restricted to prove that KYL/D is earning the funds. 

• Melissa continued to explain that Page 4 is the Statement of Activities which shows 
revenue and expense. Total revenue was in line with last year- $347,098 in 2016 versus 
$355,440 in 2015. There was a big change in contributions $227,038 in 2015 versus 
$162,349 in 2016 which was due to the significant &150,000 angel contribution in 2015 
from Ellen Schwartz and Jeremy Siegel. 

• Janet asked if Melissa could give an example of contributed services 
• Melissa responded that she can look at page 5 titled Statement of Functional Expenses. 

More than halfway down the page it lists “In-kind expenses.” These are expenses that 
someone else has donated on behalf of the organization which KYL/D would have 
otherwise paid for if the donation did not happen. 

• Ken added that under in-kind expenses there is a line for Fundraising for $4,817. This is 
the approximate value of the donated space for the fundraiser from John Carr, plus the 
value of the donated wine and raffle items. Under Professional fees there is an in-kind 
expense of $3,300 which represents the amount of money donated by Bonnie Johnson, 
KYL/D’s bookkeeper. Bonnie doesn’t charge the company a market rate, she gives KYL/D 
a discount because we are a smaller non-profit. The amount of the discount is considered 
“contributed” 

• Ken continued to explain that sometimes listing in-kind expenses are helpful to some 
funders, and not to others. For William Penn KYL/D needed to be at a minimum budget 
size- the company had to document $250,000 in expenses in order to qualify for a grant 
of $50,000. In that situation, the in-kind expenses helped the company. Payroll in-kind 
expense adds up to $43,250 which some funders might say is a concern. If you look at 
where we started you will see there is progress moving towards a market rate, but the 
company still needs to move toward sustainability. 

• Melissa added that there needs to be a good percentage dedicated to program 
expenses. A good percentage is 75%, so for every dollar raised, you want 75 cents of 
that dollar going to that program. This year KYL/D was 80%. The biggest reason for this 
change is due to in-kind advertising and marketing for program services. 

• Janet asked if someone could give examples of non-program related expenses. 
• Ken explained that on Page 5 there are three columns broken out: Program Services, Pure 

administration, and Fundraising. There are different formulas for everyone’s time and the 
different expenses we have. For example, utilities are allocated across both program 
services and administrative and general expenses. 

• Melissa started to discuss the bottom of Page 4. You can see there is a change in net 
assets. KYL/D had a loss of $16,067. Again, last year KYL/D had the big $150,000 
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contribution that came in pure cash. The best number to look at is the first column, 
unrestricted assets which was $5,853 positive. The company approximately broke even 
for the year when looking at revenue and expenses for 2016. Therefore, the revenue 
KYL/D had coming in completely offset all expenses. 

• Melissa then asked the board to jump to page 6- The Statement of Cash Flows for the 
year. The page basically tells you how you increased your cash for the year- halfway 
through the report you will see “Net Cash provided by operating activities” which is 
$7,431. This line is the most important. The unrestricted net income for the year is a 
positive number, which means KYL/D did not have to use income from last year to cover 
expenses for this year. 

• Melissa moved on to page 7 which starts the Notes to the Financial Statement. She 
explained the first footnote is about the organization, selling what KYL/D does. Funders 
really look at this section which was recently updated. 

• Ken asked Melissa if footnote 1 should match the company’s revised mission in the 990? 
He continued to say that KYL/D should add the company’s commitment to increasing 
mindfulness-based school instruction through its youth education program. He concluded 
that he will send Melissa some revised language. 

• Melissa responded that the first footnote is mainly up to the organization to provide what 
it says. For the second footnote, Melissa explained that there are accounting policies they 
have to list which is standard for all non-profit organizations. On page 10 you can see 
that there is only one fixed asset- furniture and fixtures which is almost fully depreciated. 
The temporarily restricted net assets listed on Page 10 the company anticipates being 
spent in 2017. Note 6: Related Party Transactions explains that Ken and Kun-Yang are 
key parts of organization who are not getting full salary compared to market rate and 
are being paid rent that is discounted. The last footnote explains the challenge grant 
received in 2015. KYL/D will submit up to 4 more years of information to demonstrate 
that KYL/D has raised the money for a 1:1 match.  

• Ken asked the board if anyone has any further questions for Melissa 
• Janet asked if it is a positive or negative for funders to see the related party transactions 

section 
• Melissa explained that the note could be seen as either positive or negative. She pointed 

out that it is good KYL/D has the ability to have its base without having to pay for it and 
if you looked at the Profit and Loss Detail you will see that the company has the money to 
pay for some increased salaries. There is approximately $7,000 in unrestricted money 
that KYL/D could use to pay for increased salaries.  

• Melissa continued to explain that Bonnie and Ken have a strong working relationship. They 
both really look at KYL/D’s numbers in detail throughout the year and like everything to 
be correct down to the penny. It has been a pleasure for her to work with them. 

• Ken asked the board if they found the meeting with Melissa helpful in understanding the 
financial statements 

• Everyone responded yes 
• Melissa added that she is definitely confident in how the organization performed this 

year. KYL/D did not have a huge surplus or have a huge deficit. 
• Ken concluded that if anyone has any questions after the meeting to shoot him an email. 

Ken also added that having the same auditors for several years in a row is very helpful. 
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2. Approval of March Minutes (3:59pm) 
• Ken moved onto the next agenda item of approving the March Minutes. He explained 

the minutes have a lot of detail. His colleagues who prepare minutes for other non-
profits might say it is too long- but he thinks it is still very important to those who 
missed the previous meeting. 

• Ellen Gayda responded that she appreciated the detail. 
• Elizabeth Klaproth: Moves to approve the minutes 
• Ellen Schwartz: Seconded 
 
The Minutes were approved at 4:03pm. 

 
3. Prince Performances Preliminary Report 

• Ken moved on the third agenda item about KYL/D’s Home Season at the Prince. He 
explained he did not want to dig in too deep to the numbers because the company has 
not received the final settlement yet.  

• Ken continued to explain that the contract for next year will be worse in terms of 
expenses. The company does have dates set for next year but have not signed a contract. 

• Ken reviewed his takeaways from the Prince numbers. He thought the quality of the 
production was absolutely stellar- KYL/D has gotten 4 different reviews and they are all 
great. The company also had previews that were incredibly positive. In Ken’s perspective, 
the dancers were phenomenal in the quality of their dancing.  

• Elizabeth Klaproth added that she thought they were also well rehearsed 
• Ken explained that Elizabeth was the only board member who attended Friday evenings 

show when the haze set off the fire alarm and the company and the audience members 
had to evacuate. 

• Elizabeth added that she thought the fire alarm was part of the show, and a lot of people 
around also thought it was part of the show. 

• Ken responded that the after the fire department inspected the theater, KYL/D started 
back at the same section where they had left off.  

• Ken mentioned he received very good feedback from Joan Myers Brown, founder of 
Philadanco which he read aloud to the board: “Thank you for allowing me to be your guest 
at last nights’ performance. I am sorry I could not stay to congratulate everyone after the 
performance...I really was pleased to see the company as it has been several years since I was 
able to attend. I enjoyed the dancers and the dancing, as well as the choreographic concepts. 
It is amazing there is so much wonderful dance here in the city and all so very different. It 
certainly proves NYC doesn’t own dance and Philadelphia is second to none, your program 
proved that. So, thank you again for my ticket and for all you do. Congratulations to all the 
dancers” 

• Janet asked if we had the same number of performances this year than the company 
typically has 

• Ken responded yes there were 4 performances this year which is the same number as the 
past several years 

• Janet asked if KYL/D thinks we are building a solid audience over the years 
• Ken responded that he thinks KYL/D is building a solid audience and he is continuing to 

build a relationship with NextMove- the dance series at the Prince as well as talk to Alon 
at Koresh to discuss audience building strategies. Ken mentioned that in his talks with Alon 
and other dance companies he has heard the same sentiment that every company has 
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suffered in the past year.  For example, the PA Ballet is experiencing a very challenging 
environment and shrinkage. Koresh’s home season is this weekend and every day they are 
giving out free tickets. Ken explained that this is what he knows about the dance 
environment, he does not have a lot of insight on if this shrinkage is happening throughout 
the arts sector. He added that he also recently spoke with KC Chun-Manning, a dance 
artists who works in development for a theater company, New Paradise Laboratories. 
They had their production the same weekend as KYL/D. KC said that 1/3 of people who 
bought tickets did not show up due to the performance being so close to the NFL Draft. 

• Ken continued to mention that KYL/D is committed to getting together with other 
organizations to cross-promote certain companies. Now that KYL/D is at the same venue 
as NextMove, we have more to offer. Hilda from NextMove is very interested in cross-
promoting. They put in a program ad and a separate sheet. NextMove’s audience has 
also been very disappointing. They are now cancelling Wednesday performances.  

• Janet asked if KYL/D is interested in performing again at the Shut Up and Dance Manna 
Benefit hosted by PA Ballet. 

• Ken explained that the company tried to participate last year, but it is not well organized. 
The people running the event are not very responsive. 

• Ellen Gayda asked why KYL/D hasn’t gotten on the roster of NextMove. 
• Ken explained that NextMove only presents out of town companies 
• Ellen Schwartz added that she wrote them an e-mail when she first got on the board. They 

gave her that exact answer. 
• Ellen Gayda asked if KYL/D thinks the Prince is a good fit for the company. 
• Ken responded that he thinks the Prince is economical for what it charges, but he’s not sure 

the company has a lot of leverage. However, Ken has gotten calls from the Prince kindly 
asking if the company would consider changing our dates and they offer other dates to 
move KYL/D around which is helpful. 

• Ellen Gayda commented that KYL/D has performed at several different venues- 
FringeArts, Mandell, Prince, Painted Bride. She was curious why KYL/D has chosen one 
over the other.  

• Ken thanked Ellen for her question. Ken explained that the Prince is the largest theater 
KYL/D has ever performed in and it has been a disappointment not filling it. He is hopeful 
that a 3-year commitment to this location will provide good data to help us make 
decisions going forward. KYL/D will revisit theater options in 2018. Ken continued to 
explain that there is a lot of info that goes into selecting a venue. One factor is the 
location and convenience of the venue to the audience the company hopes the attract. 
Another factor is the capacity of the theater in terms of lighting equipment and stage and 
production capacity which is important to the quality of the production. Another factor is 
schedule and availability which is sometimes paramount. Furthermore, there is the size of 
the venue. Also, the reputation is an important component and the capacity of the venue to 
promote your show. There are many other factors that the company takes into 
consideration when determining what venue best suits the needs of KYL/D. 

• Kun-Yang added that the company packed the audience at the Painted Bride. The 
company wants to show our audience and other organizations that we are trying to grow 
which you demonstrate when you move into a bigger theater. Also, audience types differ 
from venue to venue. The Bride audience is very different than other theaters. When 
KYL/D tried the Mandell Theater, it was connected to Drexel so the company had a lot of 
scheduling issues. Also, the Center City location of the Prince gives the company a 
different status- it says something about the organization being on the Avenue of the Arts. 
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• Kun-Yang continued to discuss that he thinks KYL/D is doing well in terms of audience. At 
the Prince KYL/D was lucky because we asked about renting right when it reopened and 
right when they decided to have NextMove program there. After KYL/D’s first show it 
became very busy and its reputation started growing. Brian Sanders and other companies 
have asked about our experience at the Prince because they are also considering it. 

• Ellen Gayda asked if KYL/D goes through 3 years of renting the theater, even if we bring 
in audiences, is there a possibility that we could be bumped out anyway? 

• Ken responded that it is possible, and in Fall-Winter 2017 we need to plan for the 2018-
2019 season. 

• Kun-Yang added that Prince always puts NextMove first, Randy at NextMove rents 54 
days so he is their biggest renter. After he sets their schedule, then it is typically the Curtis 
Institute of Music, and then KYL/D. His understanding is that KYL/D is third in line with 
schedule consideration. 

• Ken began reviewing the preliminary numbers from the Prince. He noted that the 
company’s ticket sales are very disappointing if you look at total sold. However, the 
difference from last year to this year is approximately 140 tickets and the company had 
a student group around that size in 2016. We did not have a Temple University student 
group this year, due to the performance dates falling at the end of the semester. 

• Ellen G added that she shares the performance information to 40-50 people and follows 
up more than once. Many of her contacts support Shut Up and Dance and believe in the 
cause. Ellen also wondered whether some of her contacts may not have attended due to 
the subject matter. Everyone is constantly bombarded by the news all day long and some 
people want to come to the theater to be entertained and soothed. People who came in 
the past didn’t come this time and she has a feeling that is why. If that the cost of the 
Artistic vision that is the cost, but it is something to weigh in on. 

• Ellen Schwartz asked when KYL/D looks at the breakdown of the tickets can we 
understand the different types of people we are attracting? 

• Ken responded that the company has begun that analysis, but cannot give any concrete 
information at this time. He noted that from the preliminary review he can tell a very high 
percentage of our audience members come from someone having a personal connection to 
a dance artist- it is a very high percentage and he doesn’t think that is unusual for 
contemporary dance. 

• Janet asked about the pricing breakdown of the tickets 
• Ken responded that the pricing this year was the same as last year which is lower than 

BalletX, Koresh and NextMove. Ken explained that pricing is based on our local market 
research and that he did not think ticket prices are an issue. He asked if the rest of the 
board had anything else to say. 

• Elizabeth responded that she does think dance in general is not doing well. During the 
hone season, she was finishing a trial and had a very packed schedule so she was not 
able to participate and get as many people to the shows as she would have liked. 

• Ellen Schwartz added that many people who she brought to the show were peers and 
they all loved it- especially Alice from the Acorn Club. The feedback she received was 
from great to amazing. One person thought the music was too loud. A couple men were 
there and all of their feedback was very positive.  

• Janet mentioned that the people she brought loved it- but whether that converts into their 
activity next year she wasn’t sure. Many people don’t want to take ownership of it. She 
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explained that she invites many people as her guest in the hopes that they will convert to 
ticket buyers, but it is hard to tell how often that is happening. 

• Ellen Schwartz responded that she had to be very direct with one person. She told him/her 
that she gave him/her a free ticket last year, now he/she can use a discount code to buy 
his/her own ticket and should bring a friend. 

• Ken added that KYL/D very deliberately put something in each envelope for those who 
received comp tickets. The paper asked attendees to do as many as the following: 

o Spread the word via social media 
o Reflect on the experience and give us feedback via our audience survey or e-mail 

love@kyld.org with your thoughts 
o Donate 
o Volunteer 
o Advocate for government funding for the arts 

• Janet added that the talk back is a very important part of marketing. The audience for 
the most part seemed not dance inclined. Janet thought the dancers were very effective in 
their communications and it is a powerful experience to hear them talk.  

• Ken responded that he did talk to the artists before the show about the talk-back. Some 
of the dancers are very comfortable talking and others are not. Ken agreed that it is a 
great marketing opportunity- so he explained to the dancers that when they answer they 
need to connect it to KYL/D, CHI Awareness, and what we are doing in community.  

• Kun-Yang added that audience cultivation is a continual practice. Everyone needs to 
become an advocate for art and dance. We need to figure out how to cultivate personal 
relationships with those interested in the arts and constantly be an advocate for all art 
organizations. When other organizations see that we support them then they see our show.  

• Ken responded that the company also has to look beyond the pure dance audience. He 
thinks KYL/D’s work would appeal to a lot of people who enjoy theater. One person he 
knew attended a show who is an actor, David O’Connor, and he absolutely loved the 
show. Ken wants to talk to him about how to cultivate his audience. Ken concluded that it is 
most important that the quality of the work and the production is high and feedback is 
uniformly positive. 

• Janet asked if KYL/D thinks public schools and the teachers are interested in becoming 
audience members 

• Ken responded that the company was very deliberate in reaching out to that individuals- 
one high school group is performing at an upcoming InHale performance. Gracie 
contacted all school principals, teachers, and administrators offering comp tickets.  

• Ellen Gayda mentioned she brought 9 people. Everyone’s feedback was favorable. Joyce 
Reilly is in charge of a family charitable fund and doesn’t know where to give it. She was 
so moved by the production that she became determined that KYL/D is who she is giving 
the money too. Joyce has been coming to shows for several years and is now finally 
connecting more. That’s one positive experience from the show. 

• Ken responded that Joyce talked to him after the show and discussed how she wants to 
sponsor CHI Dance programming at a school. 

• Elizabeth Klaproth responded that she takes someone every year and now feels like that 
person is conditioned to expect tickets which is very frustrating 

• Ellen Gayda responded that she refuses to pay for her friend’s tickets but she also gives 
to everyone’s initiatives so there is reciprocity. 
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4. Upcoming Activities: Inhale/Exhale Performances May 12-13 & Fringe-A-Thon May 20 
• Ken moved on to the fourth agenda item as to respect everyone’s time. He briefly 

explained the upcoming InHale performance series on May 12-13 is a combination of 
KYL/D’s artists own work, and outside choreographers in the dance community. He asked 
if anyone can make it, the dance artists would really appreciate it. They all really enjoy 
developing their own work.  

• Ken also mentioned KYL/D did its formal end of year reviews with the dancers where him 
and Kun-Yang meet with each dancer one on one and ahead of time Ken sends them 
questions to consider to elicit their input. The dance artists have all been very positive 
about describing their experience in the company. Everyone wants to stay and sign 
another contract. 

• Kun-Yang added that when KYL/D first started we were afraid of losing dancers. KYL/D 
is more professional now. This year was the first time using questions ahead of time for the 
dancers to consider. He surveyed other directors and asked them what they do.  

• Ellen Gayda responded that she thought it was so impressive during the performances 
how everyone moved as a group. Especially evident in the second piece. It was straight 
across like the Rockettes- everyone was in sync. There’s a power in the movement of the 
whole group. 

• Janet agreed with Ellen’s sentiment. Dancers may see repetition/unison as old fashioned, 
but for non-dance audience members its visually appealing, its ritual, its healing, etc. 

 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:15pm 


